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For this project, I was able to use my
interest in Cubism to create a look
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and tagline (Appraisals From Every
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Angle) that summarize the client’s
industry of Insurance Appraisals.

ianetwork.net

I created the artwork with pencil
sketches, then scanned and
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Ever
Any vehicle.
Any property.

colorized them in Photoshop.
A. Tradeshow banner
B. 4 die-cut flyers
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F
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C. Photo of the 3 banners.
Other deliverables included:

ianetwork.net

Web banners, Social media ads,
C

Pocket folder,

Anywhere in the U.S. and Canada.
We have you covered.

ianetwork.net
BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE
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Sega
G ame Packaging
There weren’t a lot of art assets for
this title. Sega supplied the image
of the main character and the
logo, then I created the package
from stock art (Tokyo skyline on
the back) and a stock illustration
of a dragon for the front. The
photos on the back are screen
grabs from the game. For this
game, I designed the packaging,
CD and instruction manual.
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Ko na m i
G ame Packaging
The client supplied the game
logo and artwork. I used these
art elements to create this
game packaging and also the
instruction manual. I designed
the back of the box as though
you were looking out of the front
windshield of the ship and seeing
the action ahead of you in space.
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Sega
B

D

Point of Purchase D ispl a y
This project had many different
elements announcing the arrival
of the Mario and Sonic game.
I designed these using assets
supplied by Sega.
A: Store display

A

C

B: Walmart header
C: Walmart end cap
D: Poster
E: Game display for Sam’s Club
and Costco

E
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BACKGROUND

Rep or t

The resulting standards call for
progressive improvements in fuel
economy for passenger cars and light

In the wake of the Arab Oil Embargo, the

trucks, which must reach a projected

U.S. Congress enacted the CAFE standards

fleet average of 54.5 mpg by 2025.3

in December 1975 to improve fuel economy

I designed this 36-page report

This number is somewhat misleading,

and reduce the country’s gasoline consumption.

however, for a variety of reasons:

In the year prior, the fleet average stood at 14
miles per gallon (mpg), a mark the standards sought

• Light trucks have lower fuel

to nearly double to 27.5 mpg by 1985.1

using a mixture of photography

economy standards than
passenger cars.

After several years of relative consistency, the U.S. government in 2007 made the first major revisions,
which mandated a fleet average of 35 mpg by 2020.2 That number lasted less than three years, at which
time the government — with input from federal and state regulators, automotive industry leaders and
environmental groups — put forth in May 2010 its first set of updates for model years (MY) 2012-2016.
A little more than two years later, after further negotiations and public comment, it added requirements
for MYs 2017-2025.

• Automakers can more easily
achieve compliance through
offsetting credits for alternativefuel vehicles, hybrid technologies
for large pickups and even certain
air-conditioning coolants.4
• The required fuel efficiency depends

54.5

and infographics to help tell

MPG

the story of the upcoming fuel

on the vehicle footprint (distance
between the axles multiplied by the

14

1975

length of the axle).5

MPG

standards and their impact on

Then there’s the fact that 54.5 mpg
doesn’t really mean 54.5 mpg. The
National Highway Traffic Safety

2016

the client’s industry. I assigned a

Administration (NHTSA) set that

27.5

1985

MPG

target number, which it arrived at
using a different method than the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) which establishes the numbers

different color for each section

we see on window stickers at car

35

2020

dealerships. So if the CAFE standards

MPG

called for a target of, say, 50 mpg, the

CAFE
STANDARDS
REPORT

sticker number would actually be in
the low 40s.6

MPG

6

What goes into a
vehicle can vary based
on an automaker’s chosen
strategy to improve fuel
economy. Weight reduction is
one of the more popular options,
as a 10% decrease can lift efficiency
by 6-8%.7 That has manufacturers turning
to a variety of materials, each with its own
potential to reduce a vehicle’s mass.

of the report based on the client’s

54.5

2025

© 2016 Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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As mentioned briefly earlier, manufacturers

In addition, the government uses

can bolster those numbers with a variety

a multiplier system to reward the

of credits based on the inclusion of certain

manufacture of electric, plug-in hybrid

features, such as:

and fuel-cell vehicles. Automakers can even

brand standards.

purchase credits, save them to use in subsequent
years, and trade them between their car and truck
lineups to help them meet the target.30

Select air-conditioning coolants

Engine start-stop systems

Thus far, the front-runners in the
materials race are aluminum,
high-strength steel and carbon
fiber, all of which seem to
have a future — whether
in the short or long
term — in vehicle
production.

IMPACT ON
MATERIALS

Looking ahead to the 2016 requirement of 35.5 mpg, it appears every manufacturer will
avoid the fate suffered by DaimlerChrysler in 2008, when it handed over $30.3 million
for missing the 2006 standard by 0.7 mpg.31 According to measurements by Torque

Exhaust cleaning methods

News, the company’s new iteration — Fiat Chrysler — appears to be off the mark
for 2016 as well, but credits earned from higher-gear transmissions and startstop technology will help ensure it avoids punishment.32

Active grill shutters

High-efficiency lights
METAL

% WEIGHT REDUCTION

Aluminum and AI matrix composites

30

Carbon-f iber composites
High-strength steel
Advanced high-strength steel
Magnesium

Solar roof panels

60
50

10

70

28

Electric heat pumps

15 25
30

70
Among the other manufacturers, only Mitsubishi was close to the line of noncompliance but still

Titanium
Glass-f iber composites
8
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40 55
25 35

seemed on track to fall on the good side. The remaining foreign brands appeared to be in fine shape,
as did the other two members of the Big Three U.S. automakers. In fact, many lineups already feature

8

vehicles that could clear the higher bar set for 2020.33

9

28
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Annual Rep or t
This is the annual industry report
that IAA puts out every year with
information on the factors that

2016
INDUSTRY REPORT

affect their industry. I designed
this with direction from the
Creative Director. I created the
charts, infographics and used a
mixture of stock photography and
photos from the clients library.
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Remarketing Quarterly Report
QUARTER 2 2016
The Remarketing Division of Insurance
Auto Auctions, Inc. (IAA) focuses on
vehicles that have high mileage or light
damage, have been repossessed, are
in arbitration or are otherwise not sold
in whole-car auctions. Vehicle sellers
include fleet companies, rental-car
companies, financial institutions and
retail and wholesale dealers. Vehicles
sold through the Remarketing Division
tend to be in drivable or near-drivable
condition, and many fall among the High
Grade segment (top 20% of sale price) of
IAA’s auctions. The providers of vehicles
in the Remarketing Division fall into
three distinct categories:

Q uar terly Rep or t

Remarketing Quarterly Report | Quarter 2 2016

Remarketing Quarterly Report | Quarter 2 2016

Overview Of The Automobile Industry

Remarketing Division Vehicles

A slight dip of 0.2% year-over-year for new-vehicle sales proved deceptive when compared to record-breaking 2015
numbers. Sales were still strong despite this slight decrease. Good news continues to be on the horizon as automakers say
low fuel prices, favorable credit conditions and a strengthening economy continue to bring buyers to the lot.1 However, there
is concern that these figures are being propped up by fleet and rental vehicles, obscuring underlying softness in individual
consumer demand.2

An influx of rental vehicles in the Remarketing Division led to a mix in vehicle inventory, leaning toward higher-value vehicles.
This subsequently pushed down the average vehicle age and mileage, and contributed to the rise in average selling price
year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter.

quarterly reports through a link

150

Economic Drivers

1.51 million

1.54 million

1.51 million

New-Vehicle Sales

Selling
Price
Index

GDP

APR

• Dealer Category – Retail and wholesale
automobile dealers disposing of inventory
not sold through normal retail channels.

MAY

JUN

140

on its website. This report focuses

130

2016

2015

Q2

VIEW THE FULL CHART

1.2%

on its Remarketing Division. I led

Source: IAA

Average
Age
(years)

Unemployment

4.9%

VIEW THE FULL CHART

7.8
2015

Q2

the concept and look of these

7.6

reports and also designed the

2016

0.2

emails that would be sent out to

Source: IAA

• Commercial Category – Financial companies
disposing of their fleets or off-lease and
repossessed financed vehicles.
• Rental Category – Rental-car companies
disposing of aging inventory.

Top Movers

$2.18

Average
Mileage
Index

per gallon

An explanation of the methodology used to develop
this report can be found on page 11.

Gasoline
U.S.
Dollar
Index

7.9%

Auto-Loan
Default
Rate
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4.3%

3.7%

VIEW THE FULL CHART

101.3
2015

announce the report.

91.6
2016

Q2 9.6
Source: IAA

1

Remarketing Quarterly Report | Quarter 2 2016
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Commercial Category

Used-Car Price Index

Auto-Loan Default Rate

Commercial vehicle prices managed to buck the pressure from off-lease supply, ticking up slightly year-over-year. However,
the category faces an increase in average age and mileage, and the trend may continue with vehicle leasing accounting for
31.1% of all new-vehicle transactions leading into the second quarter.4

Average used-car prices increased during the second quarter, rising 2.5% on an annual basis. The strong top-line results did
not convey the underlying softness that is present due to increased supply. However, the retail market continued to show
signs of its ability to absorb the increasing supply.6 In June, average prices declined sequentially for the third month in a
row while increasing on an annual basis. The annual increase seen in average prices was largely due to the strength of truck
pricing.7 On an annual basis, average wholesale prices remained higher as strong retail sales volume provided the needed
demand-side support to mitigate increased supply volume.8

The auto-loan default rate increased modestly year-over-year in the second quarter, but followed seasonal trends as it
dropped 10 basis points compared to the previous quarter. Subprime lending and delinquencies continue to be watched
closely, and Fitch Ratings report that 60-day delinquency rates are up 15% from the year prior, mirroring the change in the
auto-loan default rate.

140

Selling
Price
Index

Year-Over-Year

120

2015

2016

Q2

April

Source: IAA

Average
Age
(years)
VIEW THE FULL CHART

7.4
2015

2016

Q1

0.7

VIEW THE FULL CHART

102.1
2015

Quarter-to-Quarter

Month-to-Month

0.7

percentage points

percentage points

0.10

Sources: S&P Dow Jones Indices & Experian

8.1

May

Source: IAA

Average
Mileage
Index

1.5

Year-Over-Year

0.05

130

VIEW THE FULL CHART

IAA distributes electronic

Year-Over-Year

Month-to-Month

Year-Over-Year

Month-to-Month

2.5

1.4

105.3

June

2016

Q2 3.1
Source: IAA

3.3

1.5

Source: ADESA Analytical Services
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C AP O
Pro g ram B o ok
This is a 60-page program
that I designed for the annual
Canadian Association for
Prosthetics and Orthotics
conference. This program book
included advertising, a colorcoded event outline, course
descriptions, biographies and
the exhibitor listing.
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Sh el ter A ss o ci ati o n o f
Wa shtenaw Count y
Annual Rep or t
This is a 20-page, 2-color annual
report for a shelter association.
I created the pie charts in
Illustrator with info provided
by the client and used stock
photography as needed.
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Subject line: Last year’s results, this year’s insight

(subject) 2015 Industry Report | Now Available From IAA

Emails
Explore the industry’s highs and lows in our

2015 Industry Report
Record-breaking auto sales. Economic recovery. Volatile
commodities markets. 2015 was nothing if not a busy year for the
automotive world. But what does it all mean? IAA’s 2015 Industry
Report examines how these developments – and more – could
influence the automotive auction industry in the coming years.

2015 and 2016 Annual Industry

2016

Reports. Both emails are meant
to be scrolled through to a CallTo-Action button at the bottom

INDUSTRY REPORT

U.S. Dollar Index
DOWNLOAD THE 2015 INDUSTRY REPORT

These are emails announcing the

Jan 2016 – Dec 2016

that would link to the reports.
For the 2016 email, I created an

0.6

animated GIF in the center that

DEC 2016

95

would scroll through the 95.20
chart. In
The animated GIF will play in this center

addition to designing the emails, I

area, scrolling through the chart.
see “email-2_graphicAnimation.gif”.

also coded them.

FEB 2016
92.98

17.47

New-Vehicle Sales

MILLION

U.S. Economy

Metal Prices

2.4
ALUMINUM

10.9

JUL 2016
90.90
MAY 2016
89.65

90

SEP 2016
90.09

A lot of things have changed. Then again, a lot of things have stayed
the same. So we’ve gone ahead and sifted through the economic
developments of 2016 to pinpoint what’s most important. Get the insight
today by reading the 2016 Industry Report today.

PLATINUM

23.8
PALLADIUM

14.0

DOWNLOAD THE REPORT
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Emails
Subject Line: This is how we do Catastrophe Services

DON’T WEATHER THE

Subject Line: A synopsis of the Hurricane Matthew recovery efforts

DYNAMIC

These two emails show the
client’s recovery efforts after
Hurricane Matthew. I designed

ALONE
IAA will be right there with you.

DEFINITE

the first email using an animated
GIF of rainfall with a button that
links to a YouTube video. Once
the design was approved by the

In times of crisis, IAA
is here to be your partner.

client, I coded both.

When it was first reported that Hurricane Matthew was likely to reach
the southeast United States, IAA launched into action. Through constant
communication with our partners and continual monitoring of the cyclone,
we were able to successfully perform our CAT response and recovery plan.

From title clerks to tow trucks, vehicle storage acreage to Release
With a combination of pre-CAT planning and the flexibility to coordinate

Call Center agents, get the details on how we got the job done in

and assemble at a moment’s notice, IAA’s Catastrophe Services team

the attached report.

is ready to be a partner in your catastrophe response efforts.

Read about our latest major
CAT response following
Hurricane Matthew.

CAT UPDATE
Hurricane Matthew

In September 2016, reports of a tropical cyclone named Hurricane Matthew began to circulate, with indications that the storm would
reach the southeast United States. Governors declared a state of emergency in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and
Virginia. With the forecast of an incoming catastrophic event, IAA quickly enacted our CAT response and recovery plan to assist our
clients wherever they might need. With uncertainty surrounding the strength and path of the cyclone, IAA’s prior preparation and
coordination proved to be vital to the overall CAT mission.

© 2017 Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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S eg a
Vehi cl e Wrap
Busses in San Francisco were
wrapped with this graphic
to promote the video game
Medieval War 2. The client
provided the character artwork
and logo and I created the
background from an old word
version of the world map.
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I designed this print ad that
appeared in a conference
program leading visitors to
IAA’s booth.

I
H
P
SO

With more than 170 branch locations
nationwide, our hybrid auction model
and an expanded presence around the
world, IAA continues to drive innovation
in the auction industry.

Visit us
at Booth 60
• View demos of our latest tech updates.
• Learn about our new buyer initiatives.
• Provide feedback about your experiences
with IAA.

IAA is proud to be a Gold Sponsor of the 2017 URG Annual Training Conference.
© 2017 Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Subject: ImpactAuto.ca is zoned for upgrades

Subject: The new impactauto.ca features just keep coming

Passer au français

Passer au français

CAUTION

NO DETOURS.
EASIER NAVIGATION.

Cool things coming soon to
impactauto.ca.

A NEW LOOK
for impactauto.ca

Announcements

Comprehensive dashboard

Integration with AuctionNow™

Website Rede sig n
Announcement C amp aig n
Working with the Creative

No roads to avoid. All new features to explore.
Modern website interface

I mp a c t Au to Au c ti o ns

Look for what you want. Find what you want. Buy what you want.
With the new search capabilities coming soon to impactauto.ca, it’s that easy.

Advanced search capabilities

FOUR WEEKS UNTIL THE BIG REVEAL

Modern website interface

Advanced search capabilities

Account management

Announcements

Comprehensive dashboard

Integration with
Impact AuctionNow™

GET THE DETAILS

Director’s concept, I designed
this campaign announcing the
client’s newly designed website.
The vector art is a combination of
stock art and custom illustrations

© 2016 Impact Auto Auctions Ltd. All rights reserved.
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that I created.
C

Shown here:
A NEW LOOK

A NEW LOOK
for impactauto.ca

for impactauto.ca

Sign continues to lower as the device enters from bottom.

and get familiarized with the website before it goes live.

ING

COM

N

SOO

ING

COM

C. Video storyboard.

N

SOO

B. Two emails
(designed and coded)

Get the Tour
Check back every week for a glimpse at the new interface,

A. Microsite landing page

ING

COM

N

SOO

A NEW LOOK

New features.
New opportunities.

for impactauto.ca

Other deliverables included:
Print ad, Flyer, Web banner, Video,
T-Shirts and Buttons.

Current website screen fades out as the sign spins around to reveal new text.

New features. New opportunities.
Impact Auto Auctions is always looking for ways to support the auction experience.
Our latest project? Rebuilding the website to better service the needs of our buyers.

New features.
New opportunities.

Modern Interface
Upgrades
Modern interface
Account management

Sign is lifted upward out of the frame revealing the text behind.

New interface fades in.

Comprehensive dashboard
Advanced search capabilities
TABLET
SCREEN
NEEDED
PHONE
SCREEN
NEEDED

Announcements
Integration with AuctionNow™

SEE THE USER GUIDE
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Page scrolls downward while zooming in closer to the screen.
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The CEO wanted a brochure that
spoke to Misix’s ability to combine
analytics and creativity into one
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data-driven marketing campaign.
</>

RESEARCH
AND ANALYTICS

3

1

</>

</>

4

Insight. Decisions. Growth. We connect the worlds of economic
or industry research and data analytics. Our team is unique in
that we have the technical statistical skills to perform advanced
modeling and econometrics, and also the experience to
determine and convey why the results matter to our clients.
We can do everything from Google Analytics to complex
forecasting, and we integrate market and customer data to reveal
key insights that help our clients make informed decisions.

</>

Memorable. Adaptable. Aspirational. We design and manage
brands to grow with companies. Our approach is scientific
and strategic. Through analysis and collaboration, we develop
a deep understanding of our clients’ brands. From brand
development to positioning to awareness and management,
we nurture brands as markets and consumers change. We
strive to make brands unique and turn customers into loyalists.

5

2

6

Branding Services

Research and Analytics Services
• ROI tracking

• Surveys

• Forecasting

• Case studies

• Economic modeling

• White papers

• Cluster analysis

• Reports

• Industry and market
analysis

</>
Interested in learning more?
Contact us today and discover
how Misix can help your business
better position itself for continued
growth and greater profitability.

</> DEVELOPMENT

Development Services
• Website maintenance

• Messaging

• Identity

• Guidelines

0

• Web-based application
development
• Simulators

opens in the middle to reveal the
brain combined of both left and
right attributes with the tagline
“Misix Thinking.” For this piece, I
created the concept and executed

MARKETING

3

Responsive. Intelligent. Robust. A successful user experience
starts with understanding human interaction and designing a
solution that is appealing, responsive and effective. Our work
begins when a solution requires usefulness on a computer. We
are thoughtful about the stability and security of the systems
we build on, and agile and iterative in the way we build. Our
current, tested and scalable applications solve problems,
and we are version-controlled and well-documented, making
moving applications from our environment to yours frictionless.

• Website development

• Positioning

1

7

</>

Back

This is a gate-fold brochure that
BRANDING

</>

4

Misix Thinking
Where Data Gets Creative
We’re different, and that’s why it works. Misix (pronounced My-six) is a Midwest-based, full-service B2B marketing
agency that combines data science with creative development and customer service. Some of our team members
are right brains, others are left brains, and that’s precisely why we’ve been so effective in helping our clients grow
their business and increase profitability.

the design.

Strategic. Bold. Relevant. We are experts at applying the
data-driven marketing model to any firm or market. We mix
strategy and planning with bold design and copy to take the
bland out of B2B marketing. Results-driven and customerfocused, our success lies in developing and implementing
marketing strategies that are founded in data, come to life
via collaboration, evolve based on actionable results and
grow our clients’ businesses.

</>

Marketing Services
• Strategy

• Collateral

• Planning

• Copywriting

• Project management

• Email marketing

• Content creation

• Presentations

• Advertising

• Video production

• Campaign

We partner with you to enhance your marketing efforts and leverage data to further help you Profit from Knowledge®.

Misix.com | 847-245-4188
marketingmail@misix.com

Chicagoland
4 Westbrook Corporate Center
Suite 930
Westchester, IL 60154

Milwaukee
1017 S. 2nd St.
Suite 100
Milwaukee, WI 53204

© Misix, Inc.
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E a st L a ke G o l f Club
Poster D e sig n
The East Lake Golf Club in Atlanta,
GA needed a poster announcing
the final championship round
of the FedEx cup series that was
being held at its golf course. The
client supplied the logo, and I
used stock art of the golf ball. The
background image is a picture of
the golf club’s clubhouse pulled
from its website and re-drawn in
Illustrator. This was a poster design
contest for students at Savannah
College of Art and Design.
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Sh el ter A ss o ci ati o n o f
Wa shtenaw Count y
(Ann Arb o r, MI)
Invitati on
I designed this invitation for a
nonprofit shelter association in
Michigan announcing the annual
fall meeting. It was printed with 3
colors and incorporated a tear-off
RSVP card.
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J ew ish Fe d er ati o n
Postc ard Invitati on
This is a postcard that I designed
to announce the Annual Meeting
for the Jewish Federation of
Greater Ann Arbor, MI. This was
mailed out to all members and
friends of the nonprofit group.
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Pi c ture Th is
Lo g o D e sig n
This is a logo I designed for a new
tour company “Picture This” in
San Francisco. The company takes
groups on a picturesque tour of
the city, highlighting the many
photo opportunities in the area.
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Ko na m i
Lo g o D e sig n
I designed this logo for the
updated version of the classic
arcade game. The project started
with the basic logo at the top,
then adapted for later versions of
the game. This logo appeared on
the game package, in game and
on marketing materials.
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S tu d ent Pro je c t
Futurist Poster S erie s
This was a poster series project I
created at Savannah College of Art
and Design. I chose the subject of
Futurist painters. Using the shapes
and forms from the paintings,
I designed these posters which
combine imagery, photography
and text. I cut the artists’ names
out of black illustration board
and photographed them with 2
spotlights to get the shadows.
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scott
allen
3572
d S.eQuincy
s i gAven
Milwaukee, WI 53207

4709 N. Virginia Ave #3A
C734.780.1905
h i c a go I L 60625

scott@scottallendesign.com
734 780 1905
s c o t t @s c o t t a l l e nd e s i gn. c o m
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